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Robert Boder's Get in the water is a book of innovative methods to educate coaches, athletes
and parent in basic skills of competitive swimming. It is a starting point to understand many
important aspects of the sport:- learning to do the strokes for speed and injury prevention-
proper physical and mental training- interaction between of coaches with parents- appendices of
rules, swim terms, meet (events, scoring, to dos) and equipment to buy.The book starts by
briefly covering the science for efficient motion through water in simple terms. There are pictures
and diagrams even beginning swimmers can understand and is appropriate for coaches to use
in teaching strokes. After that it has age group training techniques, coaching tips, suggestions
for Masters and Triathlon training. It is a short and thorough introduction to these topics. The
sections for parents are based on his age group swimming experience and dealing with team
parents. It is a realistic assessment of what to look for and expect to find in an appropriate
program. Very successful Masters swimmers have commented on the explanation clearity and
instruction value that went far beyond what is only directed to entry level swimmers.
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game”About the authorCreditsFOREWORDThe book starts by briefly covering the science for
efficient motion through water in simple terms. This is followed with specifics including
photographs on how to teach the four competitive strokes to age group swimmers. After that are
thoughts on training techniques, coaching tips, suggestions for Masters and Triathlon training. It
is a short and thorough introduction to these topics based on my personal experience teaching,
coaching, competing, and as father of two swimmers. The explanations are to the point and easy
to understand.The coaching sections cover what worked at the YMCA with the smallest pool,
shortest practice season to qualify many swimmers for the New England YMCA championships.
The program features that made it successful and popular are here along with what parents
should know when selecting a team.IntroductionThis explains stroke principles and basics in
terms that are easy to understand and remember. Learn and execute what is here to swim faster



with less effort. Great swimmers are fast not because they are stronger. They are fast because
they move further using less energy and can apply strength more effectively.Fundamental
principles of moving through waterTo swim fast there are two ways to direct body movements in
the water.  Align it to produce the least resistance while moving forward.  Apply the chest,
back and upper leg muscles to provide maximum propulsion by pushing on the water with your
hands and feet. Always remember you move. The water does not. It is always up against your
body.Body control is muscle power applied to the bones. Power’s directional control is through
the joints. There are eight important bending and rotating body parts called joints. Joints are
where bones meet and they control how the bones can move. They are from top to bottom the
neck, shoulder, elbow, wrist, waist, hip, knee and ankle. Some joints allow bones to bend like a
door hinge while others allow rotation. There are joints that work in combination. The shoulder/
elbow and hip/knee/ankle combinations allow a wide range to movements that done correctly
improve our swimming. The combination of a joint, bone and muscles work like a pair of
scissors. The joint is the in the middle. It controls how the cutting blades move. Each blade is like
a bone. The bone connection joints are ball and socket connections that allow a greater range of
motion than scissor blades have. By using muscles to control body movements through the eight
joints, we learn how to make the water help us. To swim fast you must swim smart. So here we
go!Races are mostly on or under the water surface. Water can help or hold us back. The more
we spread the body over the surface the more water will hold us up. The more we push against it
in the wrong direction the more it will resist us. In fact, for correct arm position in all strokes we
have to bend our elbows when our arms are underwater. Therefore, think of the pool as being
only two or three feet deep when you swim. As your body moves forward your arms make
position adjustments to keep pushing against the water.Have you ever tried to swim through a
wave at the beach? This is an example of the body pushing through the water to go forward. We
have to move the water out of the way for the arms, head, shoulders, hips, legs and toes. That is
a lot of moving unless done correctly. Pushing against water the right way moves us forward.
This is the arm pulls and leg kicks. We need to make the water help us and not hold us back. The
fastest swimmers move through the water with the least resistance.The four racing strokes are in
two categories. These categories describe how to move the body to breathe and do arm strokes.
There are the long axis strokes: freestyle and backstroke, where you do not want any wiggle.
The body will be like a pencil going through the water. Any side-to-side movement is with the
whole body rolling like a log. Other strokes are short axis strokes: butterfly and breaststroke,
where you want a special type of bending called undulation. This is what dolphins do. For us it is
how to move our chests to breathe. Lie on the floor and lift your head then shoulders up and
down. When your head goes down, your backside goes up. This is undulation and called the
worm dance. You will do this in the water but with less up and down movement.However, before
thinking of swimming like a dolphin, remember we are humans. We run and climb. Hands grab
things. In the water, we should understand what works best for the dolphin and apply it to
ourselves if we can. Dolphins and fish swim underwater. Rules limit our underwater



swimming.Fluid dynamics tells us that water treats objects moving underwater differently than it
does objects moving on the surface. There are three things to know about fluid dynamics.  To
go fast, skim on the top like water-skis or be under the water like a big fast fish.  When moving
on the water surface the way a boat does, you will go faster looking like a speedboat instead of a
tugboat. However, you can never go as fast as you could completely out of or underwater. 
Water does not like abrupt changes in the shape of bodies moving through it. This causes extra
drag to slow you down. Drag is water resisting your movement through it.The two fastest ways to
move through the water are swimming freestyle and dolphin kicking completely underwater.
They are very different ways to move but have some attributes in common.The key to fast
swimming is body streamlining. Streamlining is the easiest part of swimming to learn. We need
to disturb the water as little as possible so we make our body look like a pencil. This works on
the surface and underwater. We do not want to push the water in the direction we are swimming
any more than needed. Pull a kick board through the water with the narrow edge towards you.
Next, pull it with the wide flat side towards you. Which is easier? For strokes where you are
looking at the pool bottom swim with head, hips and heels in a line on the surface. When on your
back it is head, stomach and toes in line. A good way to practice body streamlining is to lie on
the floor and pretend to be Superman. Look down instead of ahead because you have a line on
the pool bottom to follow. Next roll over, look up at the ceiling stretch the arms out, lock thumbs
together and again pretend to fly.Here are a few more points on how to streamline. Remember,
the head position controls body alignment in the water. Head and feet make the two ends of a
seesaw. One goes up the other goes down and causes extra drag. In freestyle, swimmers look at
the pool bottom. In backstroke, they look up at the ceiling. Famous coaches and great swimmers
often talked about the feeling of swimming “downhill”. This occurs when the body is in perfect
balance. Swimming “uphill” means the backside is too low. Just like in running, do you want to
run down or uphill? For breaststroke and butterfly, we look forward more than down. In these
strokes, swimmers need to move the mouth forward out of the water to breathe. The chest and
hips move up and down controlling body position. This is where undulation comes in. We do
narrow fast kicks with the feet below the surface. Wide kicks, moving the feet too far apart
causes extra drag. The heels (toes in backstroke) are the only foot part that should ever break
the water surface. You cannot move through the water by kicking air! Just relax those ankles and
get the big leg muscles moving. Do not kick too hard. Kicking is more tiring than arm pulls. Kicks
use the body’s biggest muscles. They take a lot of fuel and are not very efficient on the
surface.The kick impacts the tempo of your stroke. Tempo is usually thought of how fast your
arms can complete a pull cycle. Like it or not, how fast you move your legs determines how fast
your arms can go. The reason is all your body muscles have to work together. We spend much of
our early life learning how to do this. Correct kicking is the easiest part of any stroke to learn. To
be a very good kicker you have or develop great ankle flexibility. There are many exercises to
help you do this. The most important kick to excel at is the dolphin kick. It is used in the starts
and turns of all four strokes in addition to being the butterfly kick.These principles apply to all



strokes. There are minor variations to accommodate breathing and arm movements. We are
trying not to disturb the water while going fast. Practice streamlining in the water by kicking on
the stomach, back and side with arms stretched out in front or at the side. Become comfortable
moving like a pencil in all three positions.All the movements of muscles and bones in the body
are connected. For example, for your back muscles to move your shoulder to setup correct arm
position. To use your legs correctly your hips have to be set up. Front to back all the joints
depend on other joints and muscles. Your body is a team.All the swimming arm and some of the
leg and hip movements are the same as you apply to tasks you have been doing on dry land all
your life. What is new is you have to learn when to apply these movements in the water to swim
fast. For every task you want to accomplish, your arms and legs have a limited number of ways
to work correctly. It doesn’t matter whether you are in or out of the water. The only difference is
you are floating in the water and are not limited by being attached to the ground. Your brain
knows what the right movements to use are out of the water. Swimming is just teaching your
brain when to do the right ones in the water and coordinate them in new ways. Your brain’s
selections of what to do when is often called habits. Things you do without really thinking. There
are bad habits and good ones. For swimming, you want to develop only good habits because we
all know how hard it is to break bad habits.Only swim the strokes as far as you can correctly. Try
to practice swimming perfectly. Swimming long distances incorrectly reinforces bad habits.
Select swimming distances where you hold a correct stroke.All training done at a formal practice
or alone must have some level of supervision. This goes from a coach and lifeguard on deck to a
gym attendant or a parent at home.Before continuing the proper names for the long axis strokes
are front and back crawl. Freestyle is an event where using the front crawl is the fastest way to
swim it. Throughout the rest of the book the word freestyle is used instead of front crawl because
this is what the stroke is usually called by competitive swimmers and coaches. The back crawl is
called backstroke for the same reasons. The word crawl will be used when the subject applies to
both crawl strokes. In individual freestyle events, there are no rules on what stroke you must
swim. In the medley relay events, you cannot swim any of the three other competitive strokes
during the freestyle leg. More events in a meet are for the freestyle stroke. This is because it is
the fastest stroke for short and long races.“USA” or “US” teams refer to teams that are approved
by the USA Swimming national organization. They are the national governing body of
competitive swimming in the United States. YMCA or Y refers to local Ys that are part of YMCA
of the United States. Masters refers to US Masters, the governing body for adult swimmers in the
United States.Stroke specific motionsA great thing about swimming is that each stroke takes
special skills. Few swimmers are good at all strokes. Everyone can be good in at least one
stroke. Breaststroke takes strength and the ability to do the kick correctly. Backstroke requires
strength and the ability to do underwater dolphin kicks. For butterfly, you need coordination
along with ankle and shoulder flexibility. Freestyle has fewer physical requirements. Sprinters
have fast reflexes and love to race. Distance swimmers enjoy working hard and have a great
sense of pace when they swim. By working with your physical skills and attitude towards



swimming, you will find a stroke or strokes to enjoy and be successful swimming.Coaches use
pull, push, scull and kick to explain arm and leg movements. These are not entirely descriptive of
what you are trying to do in the water. Arms and legs are holding or pushing against the water to
propel your body forward. The objective is to press against the water in ways that you move and
the water does not. We know that the water moves when pushed but it resists being pushed.
That is why we can press against it and move forward. This causes waves. We must learn and
practice the concept of holding or feeling the water. This means getting the most forward body
movement out of pressing against the water with the least amount of “moving” the water. This is
not easy to understand. It takes time to learn.A good way to think of this is to picture being
stomach down laying on a skateboard or a sled. Grip the ground or snow with the fingers. Now
pull the body forward as the hands remain in place. Ideally, we push against the water with our
hands and feet this way. The hands have to move because when the body moves forward
adjustments take place in positioning shoulders and elbows. With pulls and sculls, we want the
maximum hand and arm surface area pressing against the water. This requires turning the hand
and arm. We use pulls to move forward. Sculls are mostly to change body position in the water.
Sculls are an important part of breaststroke and butterfly. The best swimmers in the world can
hold the water. They have gained this knowledge through practice.When reading pull, push, scull
or kick remember they are terms for arm and legs movements for your body to go forward
through the water. It is a good idea to review this concept with your family or a coach. To be
successful learn to think this way when swimming. The way to measure our effective hold on the
water is by counting strokes per pool length. In all strokes, we have a catch point. At the catch,
our arms become an anchor and our body moves forward. As we move forward, the arm position
changes to maintain the anchor until releasing it for recovery into the next pull cycle.Proper
underwater arm strokeThe most difficult skill to understand and develop is the arm position
during what is misnamed as a “pull”. We think about pulling as the arm moving down and back
towards the hips. This is wrong. Our body is already moving forward while we start the pull. 
The hand and arm have to hold on to the water. You move forward by pushing against the water
to maintain or increase speed. The elbow and arm will be repositioned as the body moves
forward but ideally the hand remains in the same place relative to the pool wall until the hips
move past the hand. Each stroke has a different way to reposition the arm during the pull. Each
is designed to apply the most force without injury.  Think of it as placing your hands on the side
of the pool then pushing down to lift the body out of the water. The point where the hands start to
apply pressure to push forward is the catch point. It varies by stroke.  You are doing it wrong is
when your arm is fully extended and pushing down or to the pool side on the water in any stroke.
This will upset your perfect body position and cause rotator cuff shoulder injuries. Learning the
proper catch and hold positions is a major achievement in becoming an outstanding
swimmer.The body moves forward while the hand stays in place. In pictures and most videos,
the camera moves with the body so the stationary hand is lost. Lying on a bench with your hand
on a beach ball is a good way to visualize the proper catch and push against the water. Push



down on the ball and it will not move. Make a proper catch and the ball will move back. When
swimming, the ball (representing water) stays in place, you move forward. Note the hand and
elbow placement in the correct pictures. The hand makes the catch. The elbow adjusts to allow
the shoulder joint to provide back muscle pushing power. The principle is the same for all
strokes. Backstroke is similar to the front crawl motion but upside down. Roll on the side to apply
it correctly. Kicking is an important source of propulsion power in all but the front crawl distance
events. Leg muscles are bigger than upper body muscles and use up energy at a faster rate.
That is why most races are short. Distance swimmers use the legs to maintain correct body
position and push off after the turns. Sit down and push on the top of a table. Notice how you
move the elbows to apply back power. You learned this as a baby so use it when swimming.Long
axis strokes (freestyle and backstroke)We need to breathe in the freestyle and get our arms out
of the water in both strokes. Therefore, we start with body rotation. Coaches describe the
motions of the core hips and shoulders as rotation. Rotation makes the arm recovery from when
finishing one stroke to starting another easier. The body core begins at our shoulders and goes
to our hips. Start by lying on the floor either your back or stomach. Try to roll your whole body so
you are on your side by moving your head and shoulders first. It doesn’t work. You have to start
the roll with your hips. In swimming long axis strokes, rotation starts with the hips. As arms move
one at a time we have to get one arm out of the water while the other is in the water. It will also
make the arm pull stronger just as it helps baseball players hit home runs because they apply
the back and chest muscles to the process. You have to connect the arm movements to the core
muscles for maximum power. This connection is at the catch. The catch requires a special
movement of the arm called internal rotation. This is turning your thumb slightly down and
moving your elbow slightly up. This causes the connection to the back and shoulder muscles so
you can apply maximum pressure to the arms to hold the water for the pull. Face a wall with the
right arm on the wall pointing to the ceiling. Now press the armpit into the wall and turn the right
hip into the wall. The hand will move up the wall. Next movement is internal rotation of the arm.
This is the correct roll and reaching motion for freestyle and backstroke to catch the water and
begin the pull. Now do the same motion with the left arm and hip. Go back and forth with these
actions and you have mastered long axis body roll. Rolling can be overdone especially with the
shoulders in freestyle. Excessive rolling in freestyle leads to a wiggle. Rolling the shoulders
before the hips causes a wiggle. Wiggles are OK for a baby rolling over on the floor but not for
swimmers. Frequently backstroke swimmers under roll and freestylers over roll in the shoulders
and not enough in the hips.When rolling, the body’s core rolls just like a rolling pin. Body rotation
starts with rolling a hip up. Chest, shoulders and legs immediately follow. The head does not
move except when breathing in the freestyle. The neck turns a little and the top of the head
always points to the pool end. In backstroke, never move the head. This is hard and takes
practice.Most young swimmers wiggle when first doing these strokes. This is because they are
still learning the strokes’ correct body movements. Get rid of a wiggle right away and concentrate
on doing things correctly. Our body goes in a straight line from one pool end to the other. The



sideways wiggle comes from any or many incorrect body movements. Move the head and neck
from side to side and the hips will start to move the same way. Start moving shoulders from side
to side and before you know it, the neck and hips do the same thing. Put one foot out to the side
and then the other. Guess what, hips will move followed by the shoulders and the head. You are
wiggling like a snake. By learning how to get the joint muscles to move arms and legs correctly,
we will avoid the wiggle. By not wiggling, we swim straight and fast. There no body movements
during the stroke cycle that are intended to move the body sideways. All movement is to either
push against the water or to either take a breath or better positions the muscles to push against
the water. The bending joints are like door hinges. They can be closed or open. Just as with
doors there are good and bad times to close or open. For the long axis strokes the shoulder/
elbow combination move something like the propeller arms on a whirligig. The hips/knee/ankle
kick combination is like scissors cutting paper on the water surface. This “flutter kick” is used in
both the freestyle and backstroke. There are minor variations between the two stroke
kicks.Never above or below the water let your hands cross past your nose over to the other side
of the body. Do that on a surfboard and you fall in. Do it when swimming will cause a wiggle. In
your mind, draw a line on the bottom to each end of the pool through the shoulder and toes.
Hands never cross that line. Pretend it is a wall. The object is to move forward. It is not to move
your arms as fast as possible through the water. Moving the arms too fast is like running on ice.
You will not move. Count then try to lower your strokes per pool length. When rolling to the side,
the feet roll and kick to the side. Do not move the backside up and down or do a motion such as
lifting the head to breathe that we call undulation in the long axis strokes. By pushing the hand,
head and/or shoulder down during the pull, the body will wiggle. Push down on the corner of a
kick board. Look what happens to the opposite end’s corner. You have a wiggle. When kicking if
you start bending the knee like a drum major starting a parade, you will wiggle. Improper
breathing often causes the drum major’s leg motion. Air quality does not improve as the mouth
goes higher and do not treat every breath as if it is your last! The knees should not bend like a
hinge when kicking. A little flex is OK but never a big bend. Relax the ankles so the feet will flip
like a whale’s tail. Make the big toes touch from time to time when kicking. It keeps the feet close
together. When rolling on your side it is all too easy for top leg to go further than it should
towards the side of the pool.FreestyleWe start with an arm moving forward to do a pull. The
forearm with the elbow as a hinge does not open like a door towards the nose when the arm is
moving forward for entry into the water. After the hand enters the water, stretch the arm straight
ahead and slightly down. This is to clear entry bubbles from the palm and position the hand for
the catch. It should be about a hand’s width below the surface. Now start to rotate the forearm so
the hand continues moving under the elbow. This is the catch point. You want to catch the water
as far in front as possible. Prepare the hand to hold the water and not push down on it. A
common mistake is to leave the hand at the surface and treat that as the catch point. Think of
paddling a surfboard to catch a big wave. When you have a correct streamlined body position
with the eyes looking at the pool bottom, you will not see the hands until they are at the catch



point. After the catch, the fingers should point at the pool bottom. They continue to point to the
bottom during the pull. This means moving the wrist joint to adjust the finger position. The fingers
form a straight line with the forearm during the recovery. They move down at a slight angle just
before entry. The middle fingers enter the water first. Learning to move hands to hold the water
during the pull is one of the most important parts of swimming fast. Work to establish a proper
catch point. Catching too close to the surface will push your body up into a wiggle. Catch too
deep and you have a shorter distance to apply the pull. The most important part of the pull is
before the waist passes the hand as the body moves through the water. This is the front
quadrant of the full arm stroke circle. It is only one fourth of the arm’s travel so make the most of
it. Following is the freestyle roll sequence starting with hand entry in the water and the shoulder
roll down. Hands enter straight in front of the shoulder. They hold the water and move back
under the shoulder. Finally, the shoulder leaves the water as the arm starts to recover. Try the
movements while lying on a bench.A View from the Front The next sequence of pictures is the
stroke from the side. The relative positions of the both arms are close to being correct. The
amount of overlap (both hands in the water) varies among swimmers. The variance is greater
between successful sprinters and distance swimmers than it is within either group. As the
forearm pasts pointing at the pool bottom, the release takes place. This is where the hand stops
holding on to the water and the recovery begins. It is also the point where your stroke gets an
extra push from the core body rolling up to the surface. Some points to remember:  Hand
enters before the elbow. As it moves down the elbow anchors near the surface.  At the catch
point, the hand anchors and the body moves past the hand.  After your hips pass the anchored
hand, the hand releases and prepares to recover.  Fingers point at the bottom from catch to
recovery. Your legs must roll along with the hips. This means the feet will kick on an angle. They
will not point down towards the bottom at the maximum point of the hip roll.The angle formed by
the upper and lower arm at the elbow joint during recovery varies among swimmers. The sharper
the angle the more the shoulder may be strained. A wider angle can relieve this. It is important to
get this part of the stroke right. Too sharp an angle places extra stress on the rotator cuff. Too
wide an angle interferes with hand entry and shoulder extension prior to the catch.A View from
the Side Based on diagrams from In Search of the Dreaded Dropped Elbowby Coach Emmett
Hines of H2Ouston SwimsThe body roll is in the hips through to the shoulders. The arms before
entry thrust straight forward like a sword. They do not chop across as an ax would into a tree.
After entry, the hand makes the catch. The catch anchors the hand in the water to pull the body
forward. Your right shoulder in the pictures above will roll to level with the surface after the catch
and then up in the air for the recovery. As the shoulder lifts the pulling arm moves faster past the
hip. The elbow bends, forearm rotates and you begin the recovery motion. The hand skims just
above the water surface. The elbow is higher than the hand. Breathe when the hand is in line
with the shoulder and make sure the face is down before the hand enters the water. Take small
breaths please. Remember to exhale through the mouth and nose when the face is in the water.
Be careful of too much body roll. When kicking, if your legs fly apart like a cheerleader’s arms



and legs the cause is likely to be too much roll.
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